MapReduce based data-intensive computing solutions are increasingly deployed as production systems. Unlike Internet companies who invent and adopt the technology from the very beginning, traditional enterprises demand easy-to-use software due to the limited capabilities of administrators. Automatic job optimization software for MapReduce is a promising technique to satisfy such requirements. In this paper, we introduce a toolkit from IBM, called MRTuner, to enable holistic optimization for MapReduce jobs. In particular, we propose a novel Producer-Transporter-Consumer (PTC) model, which characterizes the tradeoffs in the parallel execution among tasks. We also carefully investigate the complicated relations among about twenty parameters, which have significant impact on the job performance. We design an efficient search algorithm to find the optimal execution plan. Finally, we conduct a thorough experimental evaluation on two different types of clusters using the HiBench suite which covers various Hadoop workloads from GB to TB size levels. The results show that the search latency of MRTuner is a few orders of magnitude faster than that of the state-of-the-art cost-based optimizer, and the effectiveness of the optimized execution plan is also significantly improved.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays MapReduce based data-intensive computing solutions are increasingly deployed as production systems. These systems become popular in traditional industries such as banking and telecommunications, due to demands on processing fast-growing volumes of data [10] . Enterprises usually demand easy-to-use and manageable softwares. However, MapReduce-based systems such as Hadoop from the open source community hold a high learning curve to IT professionals, especially on system performance management to better utilize the system resources. The parameter configuration in Hadoop requires the understanding of the characteristics of the job, data and system resources, which is beyond the knowledge of traditional enterprise IT people. Another interesting scenario about MapReduce job tuning comes from analytic services 
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Figure 1: The Pipelined Execution of a MapReduce Job (e.g. Elastic MapReduce 1 ) on the cloud. The users, such as data scientists, do not know how to correctly choose the MapReduce parameters to accelerate the job execution. Therefore, motivated by above scenarios, this paper addresses the challenge to build an automatic toolkit for MapReduce job optimization.
Job optimization (i.e. query optimization) [1] technologies are widely used in relational database management systems (RDMBS) over the past few decades. Traditional query optimizers build a cost model to estimate query processing costs, and design search algorithms like dynamic programming to find the best execution plan. However, neither cost models nor search algorithms from RDBMS work for MapReduce because of the intrinsical system difference.
Cost-based optimization for MapReduce has been studied in [6, 7] , which models the execution of individual Map or Reduce tasks, and simulates all the MapReduce execution plans to find the best one. This solution, while pioneering, has some drawbacks. For instance, existing MapReduce cost models [6, 11] focus on predicting the cost of individual Map or Reduce tasks, but rarely address the parallel execution among tasks. In the MapReduce programming model, the overall execution time may not be equal to the sum of the cost of each individual task, because of the potential saving from the overlapped time window among (Map and Reduce) tasks in the parallel execution. The overlaps among tasks should be considered in a more holistic optimizer to maximally utilize the limited hardware resources in enterprises. Further, Hadoop has more than 190 configuration parameters, out of which 10-20 parameters have significant impact on job performance. To address the issue of the high dimensionality, the existing algorithm [6] uses a random search algorithm, which may lead to sub-optimal solutions without deviation bounds.
To overcome the above two limitations, we have an in-depth study about MapReduce job optimization. To model the inter-task parallelism of a MapReduce job, we use a pipelined execution model to describe the relations among tasks. A key property of the pipelined model is that part of the Shuffle stage can be overlapped with the Map stage. An example of the pipelined execution is shown in Figure 1 (We will elaborate task slots, Map and Reduce waves and other notions in Section 3). For this job execution, parts of the Shuffle tasks (r1 to r3) are overlapped with the Map tasks (m5 to m11) in the time duration tov. The overlap is affected by some critical parameters like the compression option, the number of Map and Reduce tasks, and the number of copy threads. The overlapped time window makes the design of MapReduce cost models challenging, and we thereby identify a few fundamental tradeoffs (See Section 3.1 for details) to guide the design of a new MapReduce cost model. As the foundation of this study, we propose the Producer-Transporter-Consumer (PTC) cost model to characterize the tradeoffs in the MapReduce parallel execution. The key intuition of the PTC model is that, for a MapReduce job execution plan, the generation of Map outputs (i.e. by the Producer), the transportation of Map outputs (i.e. by the Transporter) and the consumption of Map outputs (i.e. by the Consumer) should keep pace with each other so that utmost utilization of the system resources (CPU, disk, memory and network) is achieved to minimize the overall running time of the parallel execution.
To address the challenge of the high dimensionality, we focus on the search space reduction without losing the accuracy of the optimization. By investigating the complicated relations among parameters, we have two important findings. Firstly, given the identified tradeoffs, some parameters should be optimized by a holistic cost model. For example, considering the overlapped Shuffle duration, the running time of the Map stage affects that of Reduce tasks, meaning that the Map and Reduce stages should not be optimized separately. Secondly, we figure out the dependencies among parameters, and find that some parameters can be represented by existing variables. For example, given the estimated Map selectivity (i.e. the ratio of output to input) and the average record size of Map outputs, the size of the Map output buffer can be calculated from the input split size. Thus this parameter is not an independent variable in our cost model. As a result, the careful investigation of relations among different parameters facilitates the reduction of the search space and enables the design of a fast search method.
In this paper, we introduce the design and implementation of a toolkit, namely MRTuner, to enable holistic optimization for MapReduce jobs. The toolkit has been used in IBM and with several customers for pilots. The key contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We design and implement a toolkit to enable holistic optimization for MapReduce jobs, which covers parameters of MapReduce and HDFS.
• We identify four key factors to model the pipelined execution plan of a MapReduce job, and propose a Producer-TransporterConsumer (PTC) cost model to estimate the running time of a MapReduce job.
• We figure out the relations among the performance sensitive parameters, and design a fast search method to find the optimal execution plan.
• We conduct a thorough experimental evaluation on two different types of clusters using HiBench [8] , covering various workloads from GB to TB levels. As an in-depth study of MapReduce performance, we believe the insights in designing and evaluating MRTuner can also benefit the Hadoop system administrators and IT professionals who are interested in the performance tuning of Hadoop MapReduce. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin with Section 2 to introduce MapReduce. We dive into our new PTC model in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the architecture of MRTuner. Section 5 is devoted to the implementation of MRTuner. Then the related work is showed in Section 6. Finally, we present the experimental results and conclude in Section 7 and 8 respectively.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce some preliminary knowledge about MapReduce in Hadoop, which will be used in the rest of this paper. Job Execution. MapReduce is a parallel computation framework that executes user defined Map and Reduce functions. The taskslot capacity (i.e. the maximum number of Map or Reduce tasks that can run simultaneously) is fixed when the cluster instance gets started. When a job is submitted, tasks will be assigned to slave nodes for the execution when there are available task slots on these nodes. When the first round of Map tasks finish, Reduce tasks are able to start to transfer Map outputs. As shown in Figure 1 , for example, the number of Map and Reduce slots is 4 and 3, respectively. Given 11 Map tasks and 6 Reduce tasks, there are 3 waves (rounds) of Map tasks and 2 waves of Reduce tasks. When the first wave of Map tasks (i.e. m1 to m4) completes, the first wave of Reduce tasks (i.e. r1 to r3) would start to copy Map outputs. Map Task. Map tasks read input records, and execute the user defined Map function. The output records of Map tasks are collected to the Map output buffer whose structure is shown in the top left of Figure 2 . For each record, there are 16 bytes meta-data for sorting, partitioning and indexing. There are parameters to control spill thresholds for both the meta-data and data buffers. When the buffer exceeds the configured threshold, the buffered data will be spilled to disk. When all the Map outputs are generated, the Map task process will merge all the spilled blocks to one sorted file. In other words, if the size of Map outputs exceeds the threshold of the configured buffer, there is extra disk I/O for spill and merging. Moreover, the Map output data can be compressed to save disk I/O and network I/O. Reduce Task. When a Reduce task starts, concurrent threads are used to copy Map outputs. The number of concurrent copy threads is determined by a parameter. This parameter impacts the parallel execution of a job, and there is a tradeoff between the context switch overhead and the Shuffle throughput. When Map outputs are copied to the Reduce side, multiple rounds of on-disk and inmemory combined sort & merge are performed to prepare Reduce inputs. There is also a buffer in the Reduce side to keep Reduce inputs in memory without being spilled to disk. Finally, the outputs of Reduce tasks are written to HDFS.
A NEW COST MODEL FOR MAPREDUCE
In this section, we first elaborate the key findings in the parallel execution of MapReduce jobs, and then present a new cost model.
MapReduce Inter-task Tradeoffs
The key idea of inter-task optimizations is to overlap the execution of Map and Reduce stages. To reduce the total running time of a job, the Shuffle stage, which is network I/O bounded, is optimized to be executed in parallel with the Map stage (without network I/O). Specifically, when the first wave of Map tasks completes, the first wave of Reduce tasks would start to copy Map outputs while executing the second wave of Map tasks. Based on the pipelined execution model, we identify four key factors to characterize the MapReduce execution path and important tradeoffs.
• The number of Map task waves m. The factor m is determined by the Map input split size (or the number of Map tasks) and the Map task slot capacity.
• The Map output compression option c. The factor c is the parameter of the Map output compression option.
• The copy speed in the Shuffle phase v. The factor v is determined by the number of parallel copiers, the network bandwidth and the Reduce task slot capacity.
• The number of Reduce task waves r. The factor r is determined by the number of Reduce tasks and Reduce task slot capacity.
We analyze the impact of the key factors on job performance in the pipelined execution shown in Figure 1 . tov is the overlapped Shuffle time, and we assume Reduce tasks copy Map outputs with the amount of Dov during tov. If m increases (i.e. the number of Map tasks increases), Dov increases (i.e. more Map outputs can be copied in the overlapped manner), with the cost in task creation, scheduling and termination. If r increases, Dov decreases (only the first wave of Reduce tasks can perform the overlapped copy). But there is a benefit that more Reduce inputs can be hold in memory without being spilled to the disk, since the maximum available Reduce input buffer is fixed for each wave of Reduce tasks. When the number of copy threads increases, v increases, at the cost of more context switch overhead. If the Map stage is slowed down by the context switch overhead, the time window tov increases. Therefore, we summarize the following fundamental tradeoffs that should be addressed by the MapReduce cost model.
• (T1) Selecting m is a tradeoff between the time window for the overlapped copying and task scheduling overhead. When m increases, more Map outputs can be transferred in the overlapped manner, but the cost to schedule the increased wave of Map tasks should not be neglected. Further, the overlapped time duration affects the copy speed v.
• (T2) The compression option c is beneficial if the cost to compress and decompress the total Map outputs is less than the cost of transferring the additional amount of Map outputs without compression, excluding Dov. It means that we should exclude the overlapped Shuffle time tov to estimate the running time of a job.
• (T3) Selecting the copy speed v is a tradeoff between context switch overhead and the amount of overlapped shuffled data. Because of the context switch overhead of copy threads, the speedup of transferring Map outputs may not lead to the reduction of the overall execution time. In other words, we • (T4) Selecting the number of Reduce waves r is a tradeoff between the amount of overlapped shuffled Map outputs and the saved I/O overhead from buffered Reduce inputs. Since the buffer allocated for each Reduce task is fixed, we need to have more Reduce tasks to keep more Reduce inputs in memory. But it comes at the cost of the potential increase of the number of Reduce waves, which leads to the fewer Map outputs that can be copied in the overlapped manner.
Producer-Transporter-Consumer Model
We propose a cost model, namely Producer-Transporter-Consumer (PTC), to model the key tradeoffs. As shown in Figure 3 , the PTC model consists of three components: Producer, Transporter and Consumer. The Producer is responsible for reading Map inputs from HDFS, processing the user defined Map function, and generating Map outputs on the local disk. The Transporter is in charge of reading Map outputs, copying it to the Reduce side, and merging it to the disk. The Consumer needs to read Reduce inputs for the user defined Reduce function.
The assumptions of the PTC model are given as follows.
• The Transporter starts to transfer Map outputs when the first wave of Map tasks finishes.
• The Transporter can only pre-fetch Map outputs for the first wave of Reduce tasks, meaning that at most 1/r of total Map outputs can be copied in the overlapped manner.
• Only the network I/O cost may be eliminated in estimating the running time. The disk I/O cost can not be excluded since both Map and Reduce tasks preempt this resource.
• We assume that there is no skewness among tasks. We leave it as future work to consider skew tasks in the PTC model (See the discussion in Section 7.3).
• For simplicity of presentation, we assume that the allocated system resources of each task slot are the same. The PTC model can be easily extended to handle heterogeneous slots.
Cost Estimation of the PTC Model. The Producer models the process of generating Map outputs in m waves. The main result of the Producer model is summarized as the following proposition. 
tcs(·)
is the context switch time led by parallel Reduce copy threads, which is determined by the inputs D, the compression option c, the copy speed v and the number of Reduce waves r. Finally, for each wave of Map tasks, there is a penalty factor t schedule (·) that represents the overhead to create, schedule and terminate tasks. Therefore, Eq 1 holds in the proposition 3.1
The implementation of tmap(·), tcs(·) and t schedule (·) is given in Section 5.1. We do not have Nms and Nrs as arguments of these functions since they are fixed after the cluster is started. The key design of the Producer model is to consider the context switch and task scheduling overhead in the pipelined execution.
The Transporter models the process of transferring Map outputs. The main result of the Transporter model is summarized as follows.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Given the inputs D, Map and Reduce slots {Nms, Nrs} and four factors {m, r, v, c}, the running time of the Transporter to transfer the Map outputs is
where T procuder is given in Proposition 3.
Ds is the amount of transferred data which is determined by D and c. t lrw (x) is the time to read and write data with the amount of x on local disk.
PROOF. As shown in Figure 1 , since only the first wave of Reduce tasks can perform copy in parallel with the Map stage, the maximum amount of Map outputs copied in the overlap manner is 
Next we derive the time to copy the rest of Map outputs Dn. The amount of outputs generated by the last wave of Map tasks is Ds · . Thus the time to transfer Dn is
Finally, the running time of reading Map outputs (in the Map side) and writing Reduce inputs (in the Reduce side) is tsrw = t lrw (Ds). Based on the assumption that Map and Reduce tasks preempt the disk I/O resource, the time tsrw can not be excluded in estimating the running time for the Transporter. 
Implication of the PTC Model. We use a serial of illustrative examples with different settings of the factors to demonstrate how to address the tradeoffs with the PTC model. All the tasks in the same wave are shown by a single line. Since the scheduling overhead t schedule is constant, we do not show it in examples for simplicity. Since there is only one wave of Reduce tasks, 2/3 of the Map outputs can be copied in parallel with the Map stage, and the nonoverlapped copy time of the first Reduce wave is tnov1 = 15. Thus the running time to transfer Map outputs is ts1 = 15. The total running time of this job is 150. Figure 4 (a), the compression option c is disabled. The gray dotted line points to the wave of Map outputs that the copy task is responsible for. Since there is no compression/de-compression overhead, tmap and t reduce are reduced to 5 and 15 respectively, but at the cost that both t lr and t lw are increased to 10, and ts Figure 4 (a), the copy speed is increased to reduce ts to 10, which is obtained at the cost that the context switch time tcs is increased to 10. Although the non-overlapped copy time tnov1 is reduced to 10, the total running time is increased to 155 due to the increased context switch overhead. Actually, only the last wave of Reduce copy benefits from the increased copy speed. Because of the reduction of the overlapped copy amount, tcs is reduced to 2.5 for each wave. Since only the first wave of Reduce tasks can copy Map outputs in the overlapped manner, the total non-overlapped copy time is increased as tnov = tnov1 + tnov2 = 7.5 + 22.5 = 30. The running time of this job is 155.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Before discussing the specifics of our system, we first provide the design goals of MRTuner.
• Integrated Self-tuning Solution. MRTuner is designed to optimize MapReduce jobs from the whole Hadoop stack including MapReduce and HDFS.
• Low-latency Optimizer. The MRTuner job optimizer is designed to respond in sub-second.
• Optimization for Job Running Time. MRTuner is designed to optimize the job running time. Note that the running time is used to measure the execution of parallel tasks. The optimization of the running time does not conflict with that of system resource utilization.
• Loosely Coupled with Hadoop. MRTuner is designed to be loosely coupled with Hadoop. We choose to build job profiles from the standard Hadoop log.
We provide the architecture of MRTuner in Figure 5 . MRTuner consists of three components: the Catalog Manager (CM), the Job Optimizer (JBO) and the Hadoop Automatic Configuration (HAC).
The CM is responsible for building and managing the catalog for historical jobs, data and system resources. We incrementally extract the catalog in a batch manner, and respond to the upper layer in real time. The statistics in the catalog are collected by the job profiler, the data profiler and the system profiler. The catalog query engine provides API for querying these statistics.
To optimize a MapReduce job, the JBO calls the Catalog Matcher to find the most similar job profile as well as related data and system information, and estimates the new job's profile with the Job Feature Estimation component. Then, the JBO estimates the running time of potential execution plans to find the optimal one.
The HAC is designed to advise the configuration time parameters (i.e. parameters that are fixed after the Hadoop instance gets started). The HAC covers MapReduce and HDFS.
IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented MRTuner on Hadoop 1.0.3 and 1.1.1. We first describe the implementation of the catalog, and then present how to use the PTC model to build the MapReduce optimizer with a fast search capability. Finally, we present the HAC.
MRTuner Catalog
The MRTuner catalog is defined as a set of statistics which can be extracted from Hadoop built-in counters [16] , Hadoop configuration files and system profiling results. Table 1 shows the fields of the catalog for jobs, data and system resources. We only list the selected fields that are required by the HAC and the JBO. As mentioned before, we assume that the allocated system resources for each Map or Reduce slot are the same. Thus {C lw , C lr , Ccmpr, C decmpr } in Table 1 are the average cost for each slot. The job profile is built based on standard Hadoop logs to be compatible for the future upgrade of systems. To build the data profile, we detect the input format and data information of the MapReduce job from the historical job configuration files. The system resource profile is built based on dd like micro-benchmarks. We implement RRDtool 2 parser to collect Ganglia 3 data to compute the fields of system resources from the micro-benchmarking results.
The existing logs are processed in batch to build the catalog which will be incrementally updated as new logs coming in. We use the catalog meta-data to track Hadoop logs, data paths and system resources that have been processed. A daemon periodically collects new catalog information along the three dimensions.
Job Feature Estimation. Given a job J with input data D, the Catalog Matcher is responsible for finding the most similar job profile from the catalog. The similarity of D and D ′ is measured by
. The attributes of D are the data fields in Table 1 .
Given a historical job profile J ′ and the input data D, we estimate the features F of the newly submitted job J . The feature set of the new job is defined in Table 2 .We use a linear model to calculate the data properties in F . Implementation of the PTC Model. Given the catalog in Table 1 and job features in Table 2 , we provide the implementation of functions in the PTC model as follows. 
MapReduce Job Optimizer
Given a MapReduce job with inputs and the running cluster, the goal of the job optimizer is to find the optimal setting of the performance sensitive parameters in Table 3 . The description of each parameter can be found in [16] .
From the PTC Model to Parameters
Based on the four key factors of the PTC model, we can derive the optimal values for other performance sensitive parameters. In addition, the relationship among parameters described by the model below can help further narrow down the search space as described in Section 5.2.2. Map Output Buffer. We first model the impact of parameters related to the Map output buffer. As shown in Table 3 , we denote the buffer for sorting files (io.sort.mb) as Bm, the fraction for metadata (io.sort.record.percent) as rrec, the spilling threshold (io.sort.spill.percent) as r spill and the JVM heap size as Bj. Since Bm < Bj − f m maxm (D), the available memory buffer Bma to store Map output records and their meta-data should satisfy the following condition.
Since each Map output record has 16 byte as the meta-data field, we have
where R is the average length of Map output records. Given the job feature f m num (·) in Table 2 , we have R = |D| f m num (D) . Map Input Split. We denote the size of the Map input split as s, and we have
To avoid the I/O overhead caused by additional spills when the Map buffer Bma can not keep all the Map outputs, we adjust s. Then, the size of each Map task output Dmo should be less than the allocated buffer for the data field of Map outputs, that is,
Based on Eq 5, Eq 6, Eq 7 and Eq 8, we derive the lower bound of m as follows.
Then, given the number of Map waves m, Bm can be derived as
Reduce Output. When the Map input split size is not equal to the block size of the input file, it may result in the data locality problem that incurs extra network overheads. The data is allocated to nodes in terms of blocks by HDFS, and there is strictly one-toone mapping between Map tasks and input splits, then if the split size is not equal to or is not a factor of the input file block size (denoted as SB), some nodes may copy data from the remote to prepare input splits for Map tasks. Then, to eliminate this data movement overhead, the input split should satisfy:
We can further optimize the Reduce output block size SOB to be multiples of the optimal Map split size of the most frequent consumer job (i.e. the most frequent job that processes the Reduce output file of the current job as Map inputs). Reduce Input. Based on the estimation of the maximum memory usage of the user defined Reduce function f r maxr (D), the Reduce side buffer Br is given as follows.
When the amount of data in the buffer exceeds the threshold mapred.job.shuffle.merge.percent (denoted as rmg), data will be spilled to disk. Those disk files will be merged progressively whenever the number of such files exceeds the merge factor threshold (i.e. io.sort.factor). To ensure that the sort and merge can be completed in one pass, we set merge factor N sf as below.
where BS is the Shuffle buffer determined by the parameter mapred.
job.shuffle.input.buffer.percent.
Finding the Optimal Execution Plan
In this section, we present the method to find the optimal parameter setting for a MapReduce job. The basic idea is to find the optimal setting of the four key factors based on the cost model in Eq 4, and derive other performance sensitive parameters based on the four factors.
To further reduce the search space, we derive ranges of the factors that may have large space of candidates. Note that c only has two values: true or false, that is, C = {true, f alse}. The number of values for v is also limited. It depends on the parameter Ncopy. We have V = {v|v = fcopy(Ncopy · Nns), 1 ≤ Ncopy ≤ Ncopy max}. Next we focus on the range of m and r. Range of m. Based on the Proposition 3.2, the maximum amount of Map outputs that can be transferred in the overlap manner is
If the saved running time by the overlapped Shuffle phase is less than that to schedule increased tasks, there is no need to increase m. Thus we have the upper bound of m as
Based on Eq 9 and Eq 15, we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Given the inputs D, system resources C and job feature functions F , the number of Map waves m is bounded by
for each factor set {m, r, v, c} ∈ M × R × V× C do 3: Finally we give the search method in Algorithm 1. In the first step, according to the cost model in Section 3.2, we find the optimal setting of the four key factors with derived ranges. In the second step, other parameters are figured out based on the models in Section 5.2.1. In the implementation, the candidates and bounds of each parameter are further determined by a rule-based engine. Since there are only four factors with derived ranges need to search, the PTC-Search is very efficient. More importantly, given the relationship in Section 5.2.1, the parameter setting is optimal.
Hadoop Automatic Configuration
The HAC component is designed to automatically configure static parameters of MapReduce and HDFS (i.e. parameters shared by all jobs, for example, task slots). MapReduce Automatic Configuration. The goal of MapReduce configuration is to determine the task slot capacity and the available memory for each Map or Reduce task. We model the problem by a non-linear programming problem to maximize memory utilization with constraints on CPU utilization and concurrent write threads. HDFS Automatic Configuration. The HAC configures HDFS based on the overall historical workload behaviors. The main problem of configuring HDFS is how to allocate local disks for HDFS and MapReduce temp directory. The allocation depends on the workload submission pattern. For the Hadoop cluster that often runs hybrid jobs, we separate the two directories in different disks to avoid competitions. On the contrary, if a significant portion of jobs are running alone, we allocate all the disks to both HDFS and MapReduce temp directory to improve the disk throughput. The detection of the job submission pattern is based on the submission and the completion trace from standard Hadoop logs.
RELATED WORK
Hadoop Self-tuning and Models. Starfish is a self-tuning system for MapReduce [6, 7] . The authors propose the profile-predictionoptimization approach to optimize parameters for MapReduce jobs. While Starfish is the pioneer work on MapReduce job optimization, it does not well address the issues of inter-task parallelization and parameter reduction. Wang [15] proposes a simulation approach to provide fine-grained simulation of MapReduce at the sub-phase level. However, it only models single node processes such as the task processing time, and lacks the capturing of the cost that occurs between nodes, which is modeled by our PTC model. Scalla [11] proposes an analytical model for Hadoop. However, Scalla focuses on the I/O cost and the task startup cost, and does not model the running time. In addition, Scalla does not address the inter-task parallelization problem. Parallel Computation Models. Bandwidth-latency models such as the LogP model [3] and the BSP model [14] are a group of performance models for parallel programs that focus on modeling the communication between the processes in terms of network bandwidth and latency, allowing quite precise performance estimations. However, since the MapReduce platform is not a typical messagebased system, it is difficult to apply those models to the MapReduce platform directly. Cloud-based Auto-tuning. Another class of related works comes from the world of cloud infrastructures. A plenty of research exists to monitor the workload and system events to manage and autotune the platform, including database multi-tenancy [4] , resource orchestration [5] , performance modeling [13] , etc. For example, Delphi [4] provides a self-managing system controller for multitenant DBMS. However, these analytic models do not translate well for Hadoop self-tuning, due to the characteristics of Big Data [2] and the user defined function of the MapReduce workload [7] . In this paper, MRTuner provides an analytical model based on the characteristics of MapReduce and platform internal mechanisms.
EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct two groups of experiments to compare MRTuner with a commercial enterprise Hadoop and with Starfish under a variety of input data, jobs and clusters. In the first group, we evaluate the response time of MapReduce optimizers. In the second group, we demonstrate the effectiveness of MRTuner from the perspectives of both job elapsed time and system resource utilization, by using workloads with different characteristics. More importantly, we dissect the performance improvements through parameter optimizations on selected workloads to elaborate why the tuning of MRTuner works.
Experiment Setup
We deploy two clusters to evaluate MRTuner in scenarios where the system resource configurations are different.
• Cluster A: The Hadoop cluster with ten machines is deployed. For the Name Node and Job Tracker, we use the HS21 blade with 4×3.66GHz Processors and 4 GB memory.
For other nine nodes, we use the HS20 blade with 4×1.66GHz Processors and 4 GB memory.
• Cluster B: The Hadoop cluster of x3650 servers is deployed. There are totally 128 2.9GHz CPU cores, 880 GB memory and 36 TB local disk.
Both clusters are deployed upon the 1 Gbps Ethernet switch. The Hadoop version is 1.0.3. The JVM is IBM J9 VM (build 2.4, JRE 1.6.0). We use Ganglia to monitor the cluster. 30  128  29  29  118  118  29  29  118  118  29  29  118  118  Nrs  15  64  29  29  98  98  29  29  98  98  29  29  98  98  Nr  10  60  29  29  90  90  29  29  90  90  29  29  90  90 Bm  256  256  194  322  819  819  322  322  480  480  322  322  161 Our benchmarking suite is derived from HiBench [8] , which includes both micro-benchmarks and real-world Hadoop applications. We present the results of Terasort for micro-benchmark, Text Classification for Text Mining and Pagerank for Social Network Analysis. MRTuner has been validated in some customer cases and internal product integration. MRTuner achieves similar performance improvements in these cases. For the purpose of results reproducing, we focus on the publicly available HiBench in this paper. However, we would like to emphasize some memory intensive workloads in real production. For these memory intensive workloads, MRTuner is able to measure the memory usage of the user defined Map and Reduce functions (covered by the f m mmax (·) and f r rmax (·) estimations) to avoid out of memory issues.
In our evaluation, the following related work is compared with MRTuner:
• Default Hadoop. The execution time of jobs under the default Hadoop configuration is an order of magnitude slower than that of MRTuner optimized for almost all the workloads, so the results are not shown.
• Hadoop-X. Hadoop-X is a commercial enterprise Hadoop offering with built-in automatic configuration capabilities. Hadoop-X is able to automatically configure the task slot capacity based on the system resources. Hadoop-X also has a set of pre-configured performance sensitive parameters (See Table 4 for details). Besides these parameters, we also tune the number of Map and Reduce tasks to reasonable settings for each job for Hadoop-X.
• Starfish. We compare MRTuner with the cost-based MapReduce optimizer of Starfish 0.3.0 4 . However, we can only run a few micro-workloads like Terasort. Other workloads such as Pagerank and text classification are not supported by the Starfish that we can download. 4 http://www.cs.duke.edu/starfish/ 
Latency of MRTuner JBO
We implement both file-based and DB-based catalogs. Figure 7 shows the execution time of JBO. Note that the latency does not include the catalog building time, which is the off-line overhead.
Catalog Matcher. The file-based catalog makes use of an index file (pre-generated by the Catalog Builder) to retrieve similar jobs for the Catalog Matcher. In the DB-based catalog, the latency of this part is lower due to the indexing and caching of the database. The average latency of the file-based catalog matching is 57 milliseconds, and that of the DB-based catalog is 19 milliseconds.
Resource Matcher. For the file-based catalog, the query of system resources is based on an XML file. The DB-based catalog uses multiple tables loaded from Ganglia RRDtools to get such information by join operations, which brings higher latency. The average latency for resource matching is 37 milliseconds for the file-based catalog and 747 milliseconds for the DB-based catalog.
Cost Model Optimization Searching. Since there are only four factors in the PTC model, the number of candidates is as small as 1000 − 10000 for the evaluated workloads, which reduces the search time by four orders of magnitude of reduction compared to Starfish optimizers [6] . The response time of the PTC search is within 1 millisecond for all the evaluated cases. As shown in Figure 7 , the end-to-end response time of MRTuner JBO achieve 25 times faster than that of Starfish, mainly because of the reduction of the search space from 20+ dimensions to 4 dimensions.
For jobs whose input data is not pre-existing, we need to get its data catalog on the fly, which leads to about 650 milliseconds latency. In such cases, we only use the data size and block size properties of the data, and MRTuner still performs a factor of 6 faster than Starfish on the job optimizer response time.
MRTuner Effectiveness
To evaluate the effectiveness of MRTuner, we show not only the running time, but also system resource utilization, and elaborate why MRTuner outperforms the state-of-the-art MapReduce optimizer, especially focusing on the inter-task optimizations of the PTC model. For typical workloads, we give the quantitative analysis on how each of the parameter (group) affects the performance. Both Hadoop-X and MRTuner optimized settings are shown in Table 4. The running time of these workloads is listed in Table 5 . Terasort. Terasort is a standard benchmark created by Jim Gray [12] . The input data is generated by the TeraGen program. The elapsed time of Terasort is shown in Table 5 . MRTuner achieves the job elapsed time of 2 and 3 times faster than Hadoop-X on cluster A and B, respectively. Figure 8 and Figure 9 shows cluster-wide system resource utilization of TS-3 (200 GB) and TS-4 (1 TB) respectively. The figures indicate that MRTuner achieves much better CPU utilization, less context switch overhead (indicated by the system CPU time), better memory utilization and less network overhead compared with Hadoop-X.
We analyze the impact of each parameter group for TS-3 in Figure 6 (a) (See Table 3 for parameter groups). The ratio in Figure 6 Disk Utilization . Finally, we normalize all the ratio of impacts in a pie chart. Figure 6 (a) indicates that the Map output compression, the Map output buffer and the Reduce output are the top three influencing factors for the workload TS-3.
Next we dissect optimizations on TS-3 to elaborate why MRTuner outperforms Hadoop-X. First, the task slot optimization of MRTuner considers cluster-wide system resources. The non-linear programming model in Section 5.3 figures out the optimal configuration. The main contribution of this optimization is on the Reduce output. The increased parallelism improves 21.2% of the elapsed time compared with Hadoop-X. Second, based on the estimation of map output properties (i.e. the size and the number of records), MRTuner ensures that there is no additional disk spills before Map tasks finish, which improves the job elapsed time by 26.99% over Hadoop-X. (The disk read and write size of Hadoop-X is a factor of 2.99 more than that of MRTuner, due to the additional spills.) Similarly, based on the estimation of Reduce input properties, MRTuner is able to allocate 70% of the JVM heap as the Reduce input buffer, which improves the job elapsed time by 6.27% over Hadoop-X. Third, the PTC model of MRTuner ensures the maximal overlap- Text Classification. The Mahout Bayes based text classification [8] is a workload with more than ten MapReduce jobs. The second job, which is to tokenize the words and n-grams in a document, accounts for more than half of the total execution time. Thus the analysis below is focused on this job. The job elapsed time of this workload is shown in Figure 10 is cluster-wide system resource utilization of NG-5. It indicates that MRTuner obtains much better CPU and Memory utilization compared with Hadoop-X. We dissect optimizations on NG-5 to elaborate why MRTuner outperforms Hadoop-X. First, MRTuner optimization eliminates the additional disk spills in the Map stage. It is realized based on the estimation of map output properties. Note that without this optimization, some jobs can not be completed in Cluster A. MRTuner splits inputs based on the Map Output/Input ratio (456 map tasks for NG-5) instead of splitting input based on the block size (22 map tasks for NG-5). A side effect of this splitting is that MRTuner increases the number of simultaneously running Map tasks, which leads to much higher CPU utilization (see Figure 10) . Second, the compression of Map outputs also brings significant performance The impact of each parameter group settings is shown in Figure 6(b) for the NG-5 workload. We find that it is difficult to perform the thorough parameter impact analysis for NG-2 and NG-3. Because for many parameter settings, the workloads can not run to completion due to their larger intermediate data volume compared with the available disk space in Cluster A. In addition, NG-4 and NG-6 are all similar with NG-5 in the performance improvement breakdown, showing that the Map Input Split and the Map Output Compression are the top two influencing factors. Actually, the impact of Map Input Split for NG-1 is significantly higher (80%), due to the significantly lower disk transfer rate in Cluster A. In addition, different with NG-5, the impact of the Reduce Copy for NG-1 is almost 40%. Note that the major performance sensitive parameters of the text classification are significantly different from that of Terasort, which shows different characteristics of the two workloads.
Pagerank. We use X-RIME [17] implementation of Pagerank and publicly available social network data 5 . The directed user interaction graph has 6, 034, 780 vertices and 52, 614, 182 arcs. We set the number of Pagerank iterations to 3, and use the default Pagerank damping factor 0.85. We use the Java interface of MRTuner to dynamically generate parameters for each iterative MapReduce job. Table 5 shows the elapsed time of MapReduce jobs. The result of Pagerank is the average of iterative steps. For the workloads on the cluster A, we obtain 2.2x speedup on the transformation job (transforming raw graph data to the adjacency list), 1.2x speedup on the degree calculation job, and averagely 1.5x speedup on the iterative Pagerank step jobs. For the workloads on the cluster B, we obtain 2.3x, 1.1x and 2.3x speedups for the three jobs, respectively. Figure 11 is cluster-wide system resource utilization of all jobs of the Pagerank workflow on the cluster B. It indicates that MRTuner obtains better CPU and memory utilization. The impact of each parameter group on PR-4 in the cluster B is shown in Figure 6 (c). It indicates that the Reduce output, the Map output compression and the Reduce copy are the top three influencing factors for PR-4. Figure 11 (b) further indicates that the Reduce phases of both PR-4 and PR-6 have downward trends in terms of CPU utilization. Through profiling Reduce tasks, we find that it is caused by data skew [9] . The replication in HDFS writing further amplifies the impact of data skew.
Although the skew issue is hardly to be addressed by parameter tuning, it will affect the PTC model. For example, skew of Map tasks may increase the overlapped time duration for the Shuffle stage. As future work, we are extending the PTC model to estimate task skew based on the historical task execution time. 
Comparison with Starfish
We deploy Starfish 0.3.0 in the cluster A, but fail to configure it in the cluster B due to JVM issues. Since the version which we download only supports a few micro-workloads such as Terasort and Word Count, we only compare these workloads that are available in Starfish. The latency of JBO is compared in Section 7.2.
We present the effectiveness of job optimizers. For TS-2, the job elapsed time of MRTuner is a factor of 1.6 faster than that of Starfish. Figure 12 shows system resource utilization of Starfish and MRTuner on TS-2, which indicates that MRTuner has better system resource utilization. When we compare the suggested execution plans, we find that more network I/O of MRTuner are overlapped with the Map stage. Also, there is no additional disk I/O in Map outputs using the MRTuner generated parameters for TS-2. Finally, there is much less context switch overhead since the PTC model optimizes tasks among Map and Reduce stages.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the MRTuner toolkit to enable holistic optimization for MapReduce jobs. The Producer-TransporterConsumer model was proposed to estimate the tradeoffs in MapReduce execution plans. The relationship among parameters was derived to develop a fast search algorithm. The experimental evaluation based on HiBench demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of MRTuner. As future work, we are extending the PTC model in YARN to address the multi-tenancy and skew issues.
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